
WHATEVER you want to store
WHEREVER you want to store it
WHENEVER you need access to it

*Benchmark Research, Storage Products Branding & Awareness Survey, January 2003.

Think storage – think Dexion. With half a century’s experience
in helping people store and retrieve goods of every kind,
Dexion is simply the most trusted brand you can buy.*

Shelving for offices and industry

One thing’s certain. Storage can be
a complex business. With the wrong
system, goods eat up valuable space,
get damaged, take time to find, go
missing altogether. Storage just costs.

But with the right system, you’ll protect
what you’re storing, maintain the right
degree of access and above all, save
space. And if you save space, you
save money.

How can you be sure you have the right
system? Simple. Choose Dexion. Dexion
give you not only one of the widest

choices available, but a range of
products of the highest quality. Each
one is designed, made and delivered,
by real storage experts. 

If you’re not sure which is the best
solution for you, we’ll help you choose.
If you don’t want to install it yourself, we’ll
install it for you. If you want someone
to supply matching components, long
into the future, we’ll be there.

Plenty of companies try to match our
products, and our service. None succeed.
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Dexion Industrial Shelving builds without
nuts, bolts or clips. Everything slots
together quickly and easily, making a truly
rigid structure in minutes. Each of the wide
range of components and accessories has
been designed, together, from a clean
sheet. Everything fits. Everything works.
Everything can be changed, to meet your
changing needs. And it’s future-proofed:
you’ll always be able to expand your
system with matching components.

Industrial Shelving is ergonomically
balanced, and stable. Freedom from
support braces means stored items 
are easily accessible from both sides.
Made from pre-galvanised steel,
it’s durable, smart-looking, and free 
from electrostatic problems.

Superb for small parts
The wide range of Industrial Shelving
accessories allows you to tailor your storage
installation to fit your needs exactly. You’ll
be able to store, segregate, identify and
retrieve an infinite range of small and
medium sized items in any quantity. And
Dexion Industrial Shelving will protect
your goods from damage and, with a
choice of security options, it’ll protect
your goods from ‘stock shrinkage’, too.

Perfect for picking
Dexion Industrial Shelving is first choice
for companies storage and distributing
small and medium-sized parts orders. Its
design flexibility means compact, efficient
storage, easily accessible loads, and the
shortest possible picking routes. Industrial
Shelving’s flexibility means productivity,
the key to distribution profitability.

Ideal for production
The same qualities make Dexion Industrial
Shelving the ideal choice for production
storage applications. Installations can
easily be designed to suit every kind of
warehouse requirement and production
space – and always with the safety
of people uppermost.

Industrial Shelving Accessories

• Pull-out shelves

• Full-width and part-width drawers

• Full and part height lockable doors

• Shelf dividers

• Plastic bins

• End protectors

• Plinths

• Label system

• Medium and long span beams

• Bin dividers

• Special beams for large loads

• Mesh infills for ends and backs

• Perforated panels

Dexion Next Generation industrial shelving system

Dexion Industrial Shelving 
for mezzanine floors
The Industrial Shelving range 
of mezzanine beams, stairways 
and handrails conforms 
to all the latest regulations 
and safety standards. 

Use them for easy design 
and installation of a high-quality 
storage solution that truly 
maximises space utilisation.

Industrial Shelving specs

Heights from 1000mm to 15000mm

Depths from 300mm to 800mm

Shelves from 900mm to 2500mm
– 35 standard sizes

Capacity up to 400 kg per shelf,
up to 5.1t per bay
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Longspan specs

Heights from 1200mm to 5000mm

Frame Depths from 450mm to 1175mm

Shelves from 975mm to 2925mm

Clear Entry from 975mm to 2925mm
Bay Lengths

Capacity 700kg per shelf,
up to 5190kg per bay

No lost space with Longspan!
With conventional short span shelving, space
can be lost if goods don’t fit exactly. With
bulk or awkward-shaped items, the problem
becomes acute. With Dexion Longspan,
large or awkward items are easily stored. You
get the most from your storage, lost space is
kept to an absolute minimum, and stock can
be changed quickly and simply.

Versatility for real
space-utilisation
Longspan frame-spacers enable you to
create double entry racks with increased
front-to-back rigidity. Beams are available
in two duties – one-piece beams for spans
up to 2350mm, and a heavy-duty boxed
beam for spans up to 2925 mm, as well
as a range of standard lengths to take

steel or chipboard shelves.

Strength and
safety combined

Dexion Longspan has bolted
frames for strength and reliability.
It’s intrinsically safe – a steel lock
prevents accidental lifting or
movement of beams. And
of course, all Longspan
components comply with
European guidelines
for safe storage.

Longspan is fast and easy to assemble,
and uses a modular design with a bolt-free
lock-in system which requires no special
tools, giving you maximum storage in
minutes whatever your available space.
The system allows you to easily adjust 
your shelf heights and configurations 
as your stock patterns change.

The Longspan system incorporates a 
wide range of beams and frames, making
it simple to customise an installation to
meet your exact needs. Open, mesh clad,
medium and long span bays can be
combined in the same unit for efficient
storage of a wide range of stock items. 
A range of accessories is available to
extend the versatility of the Dexion
Longspan system still further.

Dexion Longspan offers you virtually unlimited opportunities to expand your storage
capacity, giving you higher density storage and greater flexibility whether you are storing
boxes, cartons, tubes or wires. Long, uninterrupted spans of up to 2450mm make
Longspan ideal for a wide range of big and bulky items, and for archive storage.

Dexion Longspan – efficient storage 
for awkward loads and archives
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There are times, of course, when you 
simply don’t need high-spec shelving.
Where there’s just no real need for
a wide range of accessories. All you 
want is good, simple, solid shelving.

Dexion Economy shelving fits the bill,
wherever you just need some handy, robust
shelving. Its all-steel construction is finished
in a tough and colourful enamel coating,
ready to last a lifetime. It’s designed using
Dexion’s half-century of experience in
meeting storage needs in offices, factories
and stores, all over the world. So you’ll find
it’s perfectly sized, perfectly capable, for a
huge range of ad-hoc and odd-job storage
projects. And it won’t break the bank –
shelving as good as this never cost so little!

Economy shelving bays come in standard
widths and heights, with a choice of two
depths. Each flat-packed bay comes
complete with 5 steel shelves. And like all
Dexion shelving, it assembles easily and
quickly. Just clip together, then tap tight 

for rigid strength and safety. When your
needs change, it’s just as easily dismantled
or reconfigured.

Economy shelving is perfect for duty
in janitor’s stores, small workshops,
maintenance bays, post and stationery
rooms – anywhere where neat, tidy space-
saving and organised storage is called for.
And at Economy prices, you can keep 
a spare flatpack ready, just in case!

Economy shelving specs

Capacity 80kg per shelf, 480kg per bay

Height 200mm

Width 1000mm

Shelf depth 300mm or 450mm

Dexion Economy shelving – where savings matter most
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Business growth, new activities,
changes to the office lay-out: these
are only a few of the many factors 
that make it necessary to adapt an
office environment. Dexion Sysco
offers a future-oriented storage
solution for such situations.

Sysco is a stylish and multi-
functional cabinet system that 
comes in a variety of designs and
sizes. Sysco cabinets are made 
of powder-coated steel in a choice 
of colours. Scores of accessories are
available. When versatility is the most
important requirement Sysco is an
investment that will pay back, time
and time again.

Side2Side for space savings
Side2side is a unique way to transform
wasted space into efficient office space. 
It’s as innovative as it is effective.

Valuable extra storage space is created 
by placing a row of mobile cabinets on
rails. Documents that are consulted less
frequently can be stored in the back
cabinets, whereas the entire front cabinets
can be used for holding frequently
accessed documents.

Sysco mobile shelves for
maximum space savings
Sysco mobile cabinets can double storage
capacity, or create extra workspace –
or do a bit of both! The system is highly
versatile: with a wide range of accessories,
the cabinets can quickly and easily be
arranged as needed. And thanks to its
modular construction, Sysco can be
expanded with ease. The system can 
even function as partitioning as well, 
with storage accessible from two sides. 

Sysco computer-managed mobile cabinet
systems are extra-secure. Access
authorisations can be set easily and 
quickly using transponders, or from 
a distance using a computer with
upgradeable software. The cabinet 
is operated by a modern touch panel,
handy if you have your hands full, 
easily-worked by the less able-bodied.

Clever accessories
for everyday use
A wide range of accessories is available,
enabling you to arrange your storage
system as efficiently as possible. These
accessories also allow you to create a well
organised archive, so that stored materials
can be found and managed easily. Other
accessories, such as label holders for the
front panels, shelf labels, reference shelves
and numerous other handy items can
simplify the work of the filing department.

Sysco accessories

• Pull-out drawers and shelves

• Plain and perforated shelves 

• Pendel frames

• LF Shelves

• Magnetic labels and label holders 

• Solid dividing bars

• Partition panels

• Clamping compartment dividers 

• Shelf stops

• Pull-out frames

• Sliding book supports

Dexion Office Storage, designed for style and function

Sysco specs

Heights from 1914mm to 2994mm

Depths from 194mm to 444mm

Shelves from 770mm to 1170mm 
– 21 standard sizes

Capacity up to 157kg per shelf,
up to 800kg per bay
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Think outside
the box
For further information on efficient small parts
handling solutions, contact your nearest Dexion
specialists. From standard shelving to industrial
paternosters, tower systems to horizontal carousels,
Dexion experts have the best solution for you.

In addition to versatile shelving systems, Dexion offer 
a huge range of space-saving storage solutions.
DeepStor P90 drive-in racking, for instance, can
increase your storage capacity by up to 90%, 
compared to any other standard pallet racking.

Dexion solutions can be tailored to your precise
logistical needs, dramatically increasing your
productivity. For ease and simplicity, all solutions 
are available from a single Dexion source – and 
from one of the world’s largest product ranges.

The Dexion Group is a global leader in complete
solutions for storage, archiving and filing.

Stodec Products Ltd

T: 01908 270011   F: 01908 270022 
E: sales@stodec.com   W: www.stodec.com

Due to continuous product development we reserve the right to amend specification details without prior notice.
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